Toyama proved that confluence is a modular property of term rewriting systems. This means that the disjoint union of two confluent term rewriting systems is again confluent. In this paper we extend his result to the class of conditional terra rewriting systems. In view of the important role of conditional rewriting in equational logic programming, this result may be of relevance in integrating functional programming and logic programming.
Introduction
Two directions can be distinguished in the use of conditional term rewriting systems. Bergstra and Klop [1] , Kaplan [10] and Zhang and R~my [25] studied conditional term rewriting as a means of enhancing the expressiveness in the algebraic specification of abstract data types. Recently, serious efforts have been initiated for integrating functional and logic programming. It has been recognized that conditional term rewriting systems provide a natural computational mechanism for this integration, see Dershowitz and Plalsted [5, 6], Fribourg [7] and Goguen and Mesegner [8] .
For ordinary term rewriting systems a sizeable amount of theory has been developed. Only a small part has been extended to conditional term rewriting systems, notably sufficient conditions for confluence and termination ([I] , [3] , [4] , [9] , [liD. In this paper we extend a result of Toyama [22] , which states that if a term rewriting system can be partitioned into two confluent systems with disjoint alphabets then the original system is confluent, to conditional term rewriting systems.
Conditional term rewriting is introduced in the next section. In Section 2 we consider disjoint unions of term rewriting systems. In Section 3 we prove that confluence is a modular property of join systems, a particular form of conditional term rewriting introduced in the next section. In Section 4 we observe that confluence is also a modular property of so-called semiequational and normal systems aud we conclude with suggestions for further research.
Conditional Term Rewriting Systems: Preliminaries
Before introducing conditional term rewriting, we review the basic notions o f unconditional term rewriting. Term rewriting is surveyed in Klop [12] and Dershowitz and Joualmaud [2] .
Let l, t be a countably infinite set of variables. An unconditional term rewriting system (FRS for short) is a pair (5~, ~). The set ~ consists of function symbols; associated with every f ¢~ is its arity n >0. Function symbols o f arity 0 are called constants. The set of terms built from 5~ and ~, notation 5r (5~,/,t), is the smallest set such that 1,to 5r(~,/~) and i f f e $ ~ has arity n and t l . . . . . tn ~(3~,7k) then f ( t l ..... tn)¢~(Y,l>). Terms not containing variables are ground terms. The set ~ consists of pairs (l, r) with l, r e ~(5~, l>) subject to two constraints:
(1) the left-hand side I is not a variable, (2) the variables which occur in the fight-hand side r also occur in I.
Pairs (1, r) are called rewrite rules or reduction rules and will henceforth be written as l ~ r.
We usually present a TRS as a set of rewrite rules, without making explicit the set of function symbols.
A substitution t~ is a mapping from ~t to St ($~, l,t) such that the set {x ~ 1> I o (x) ~ x } is ftrdte (the symbol e stands for syntactic equality). This set is failed the domain of a and will be denoted by ~(~). Substitutions are extended to morphisms from ~(~;,1, t) to ~(~, l,t), i.e there exists a term t 3 such that t~ ---~g t 3 ~---x t 2. Such a term t 3 is called a common reduct o f t~ and t2. The relation ,1,~ is calledjoinability. We often omit the subscript ~.
A term s is a normal form if there are no terms t with s ---> t. A TRS is terminating or strongly normalizing if there are no infinite reduction sequences t~---> t2--->t3--~ .... In other words, every reduction sequence eventually ends in a normal form. A TRS is confluent or has the Church-Rosser property if for all terms s, t ~, t2 with t ~ ~--s --~ t2 we have t ~ ,I, t2. A wellknown equivalent formulation of confluence is that every pair of convertible terms is joinable ( t l = t 2 =O t 1 ,t, t2).
